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A possibility of serious injury, including paralysis or death, is inherent in any activity involving motion or height. Equipment with which this notice is 
included is intended for use only by properly trained, qualified persons under supervised conditions. Use without proper supervision is dangerous and 
should not be undertaken or permitted. Know your limitations as well as the limitations of your equipment. Consult a qualified instructor before 
attempting any new activity or skill. This equipment must be used with proper mats, spotting equipment and qualified spotters for each activity or skill. 
Use this equipment only for its intended  purpose. Do not modify equipment in any way. Inspect each component for damage, loose fittings or signs of 
wear before each use. Do not use if you have any concern as to the condition of this equipment. Test unit for stability prior to each use. Do not use if 
you have any concern about the stability, condition or suitability of this equipment. Inspect warning labels and replace when marred or damaged. 
Before each subsequent use, re-check equipment stability and settings.

IMPORTANT CONSUMER PRODUCT HAZARD WARNING — PLEASE READ!

ROCK CLIMBING FLOOR INFO SHEET     REV 12/30/16

ROCK CLIMBING FLOOR INFO SHEET
 Rock Climbing Flooring consists of 1-3/8" carpet bonded foam over 3-1/2" thick sheets of 
RG1875 polyfoam. Customer is responsible for cutting foam to size. Carpeted foam rolls must be 
ordered as complete 6' x 42' rolls. We do not sell new cut rolls of carpet bonded foam. Check the 
demo list on our website, we sometimes have great deals on short rolls. The polyfoam sheets 
are usually 5'x10' or 6'x12' depending on what size works best for the customers �oor layout.

A typical order consists of a number of carpet bonded foam rolls, a number of sheets of 3-1/2" 
polyfoam and enough 4" wide hook connector to cover all of the seams of carpet bonded foam.

A typical installation has the customer cutting the polyfoam sheets around the sections of their 
climbing wall and �oor. No gluing is necessary. Then the customer will cut the top carpet 
bonded foam rolls to also �t the area. Since there is no glue it is a good idea to avoid having a 
polyfoam seam directly under a seam in the carpet bonded foam if possible. Hook connector 
strips are then put down on the carpet bonded foam seams and the �oor is complete. This can 
often be done in half a day, depending on the size of the facility.

WARRANTY NOTE: Although customer is most likely required to cut Carpet Bonded Foam Rolls 
to �t their application, the manufactures warranty is void if the rolls are altered. 

1-3/8" Carpet Bonded Foam

3-1/2" Polyfoam

IMPORTANT!  WARRANTY ON CARPET BONDED FOAM ROLLS
Carpet Bonded Foam is covered by a limited warranty, however, if you alter or cut this 

product down from the original size the warranty is VOID. Manufacturer will not 
honor the replacement if product is altered in any way.


